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The Russo-Williamson Thesis
[Russo and Williamson, 2007]

• Causation is monistic and epistemic

• But the evidence for this causation is pluralistic

– Mechanistic (dependency)

– Statistical (difference-making)

• Theoretical, rather than historical, thesis
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• How well does the RWT conform to medical practice as 

seen in the recent history of medicine?



Why change the RWT?

• Causation without statistics

– McArdle‘s syndrome

• Causation without mechanism

– Hepatitis B infection and liver cancer

• Statistics and mechanism without causation

– Non-causation of cervical cancer by herpes simplex 

virus
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• I suggest that it needs two specific amendments:
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2. That some account of the integration of mechanistic and 

statistical evidence might be given in terms of research 

methodology
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Mechanism and McArdle

• McArdle, 1951

– Physical illness with characteristic symptoms

– Apparently abnormal glucose metabolism

• Mommaerts et al., 1959; Pearson et al., 1961

– Identified myophosphorylase deficiency as causative entity

– Refined clinical picture

• Larner and Villar-Palasi, 1959; Schmid and Mahler, 1959; Schmid et 

al., 1959; Schmid and Hammaker, 1961

– Clinical course

– Second wind phenomena

– Heritability
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Causation without Statistics?

• Discovered in three patients 1947—1961

• We have excellent mechanistic evidence

• But, we have no statistical evidence apparent in 

the formulation of this causal claim

• Or do we...
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Where is the difference-making evidence?

• We don‘t find myophosphorylase deficiency in the normal population (hidden 

statistics?)

• So instead of doing observational trials, researchers assumed that 

myophosphorylase deficiency was the salient difference-maker

• Is this a good assumption?

• Yes, the difference-making effect myophosphorylase deficiency exerts is 

strong
– The behaviour that is required for the disease to become clinically apparent (exertion) is 

common to the point of ubiquity

– McArdle‘s syndrome is defined in terms of myophosphorylase deficiency

– Even if we were to ‗accidentally‘ find myophosphorylase deficiency in an asymptomatic person, 

we would (probably) say they had asymptomatic McArdle‘s disease

• As an aside, this is a very similar position to early germ-theory causation, 

before developments in the importance of host factors in disease
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Difference and statistics

• So we have non-statistical difference-making 

evidence in this case

• I suggest we should modify the RWT to accept 

just such difference-making evidence

– Of which statistical evidence will be the most common 

form
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Summary of epidemiological evidence for 

HBV causing HCC

• 1956 – first anecdotal report of correlation between HBV 

and HCC

• 1970s – correlation between chronic HBV infection and 

HCC statistically investigated

• Mid-1970s – complications: aflatoxin, direction of 

causation

• 1981 – RR of HCC given HBV vs no HBV 233:1

– 22707 male HBV +/- Taiwanese civil servants [Beasley et al, 1981]
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Example 2: Causation without mechanism

Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) and Hepatocellular 

Carcinoma (HCC)

• Chronic infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) can cause 

primary liver cancer (hepatocellular carcinoma / HCC)

• What was the evidence in play that led to the causal 

claim?

– Statistical correlation between HBV and HCC in diverse 

circumstances

– Vaccination against hepatitis B prevented HCC

– Woodchuck hepatitis virus model

– No specific oncogenic mechanism identified
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Why is this not evidence of mechanism?

• Question-begging

– Epidemiological correlation between HBV and HCC in 

diverse circumstances

– Vaccination against hepatitis B prevented HCC

• Analogy

– Woodchuck hepatitis virus model



Example 3: Mechanism, statistics but no 

causation

Cervical cancer 1966—1983



HPV and cervical cancer [Lowy and Howley, 2001: 2232]

• Caused by infection with 

the human papillomavirus 

(HPV)

• Complex biology:

• More than 110 types 

identified with varying 

propensity to cause 

cervical cancer

•High-risk types

•16, 18, 31, 45
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• Phase 1 (up to 1966)

– Largely epidemiological identification of risk factors

• Phase 2 (1966—83)

– Causation by herpes simplex virus (HSV)

• Phase 3 (1987 onward)

– Causation by HPV
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Phase 2: Causation by HSV

• Identification of a possibly viral aetiology of 

cervical cancer

• Suggestion that the causal virus is HSV



Phase 2: Evidence for herpes simplex virus 

as cause of cervical cancer 
[Alexander, 1973: 1486]

1. HSV is a commensal organism

2. HSV is transmitted venerally

3. HSV is compatible with known risk factors, including:

1. First coitus at early age

2. Multiple sexual partners or promiscuity

3. Low socioeconomic status

4. Herpes viruses are implicated in similar disease states

5. HSV is recoverable from some tumour cells



Phase 2: Herpesviridae cause many tumours

Name Disease

Epstein-Barr virus (HHV-4) Burkitt‘s lymphoma

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma

Various leukaemias and lymphomas

Kaposi‘s sarcoma virus (HHV-8) Kaposi‘s sarcoma

Abdominal cavity B-cell lymphoma / 

Primary effusion lymphoma

Multicentric Castleman‘s disease

Gallid herpesvirus 2 (GaHV-2) Marek‘s disease (chickens)

Saimiriine herpesvirus type 2 (HVS-2) Transmissible tumours in new world 

monkeys

Herpesvirus ateles type 1 (HVA-1) T-cell lymphomas in new world monkeys

Ranid herpesvirus 1 (RaHV-1) Lucké renal adenocarcinoma (Northern 

leopard frog)
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Phase 2: Causation by HSV

• Identification of a possibly viral aetiology of 

cervical cancer

• Suggestion that the causal virus is HSV, partly by 

analogy with properties of other herpesviridae

• Attempts to generate evidence linking HSV and 

cervical cancer
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Phase 2: So what’s the problem?

• Despite the apparently strong evidence, HSV does not 

cause cervical cancer

• Why was this research on HSV faulty, according to the 

RWT?

– Good statistical evidence

– Mechanism less so – over-reliance on plausibility, especially linking 

HSV-oncogenesis with other herpesviridae

– But not worse than many apparently correct causal claims (HBV-

HCC...
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How integrated is integrated enough?

• I‘d suggest that a study of methodology is the best 

way to solve the problem of integrated evidence

• In this faulty case...

– Problematic parts of mechanism remained 

uninvestigated statistically, leading to unreliable 

mechanism of pathogenesis

– Publication bias renders much of this confusion invisible

– Research programmes develop, but do not pose each 

other answerable questions
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Ideally...

• Integration of laboratory and epidemiological 

investigation in a recursive, interdependent 

process: 

– laboratory work guides epidemiology

– epidemiology guides laboratory work

• Production of interdependent mechanistic and 

statistical evidence is required
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So, to return to the cases...

• So why was the CoC-HSV causal call incorrect, 

but the HCC-HBV one right?

• Blind luck?

• Specific interventions versus general interventions



The RWT as an empirical proposition

• How well does the RWT conform to medical practice as 

seen in the recent history of medicine?

• I suggest that it needs two specific amendments

1. That the requirement for statistical evidence needs 

weakening (to accommodate difference-making 

evidence)

2. That some account of the integration of mechanistic and 

statistical evidence might be given in terms of research 

methodology
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Interaction: From mechanism to statistics

• Mechanisms give us grounds to epistemically 

partition our data

• Thus, features arising from mechanistic inquiry 

suggest the direction that statistical work should 

take

• Help with confounding



Interaction: From statistics to mechanism

• In turn, statistical results inform us of the 

applicability of our mechanisms

• For instance, is a (mechanistically discovered) 

aetiological pathway clinically significant for 

disease causation?


